
BOARD OF NURSING 
Professional and Vocational Licensing Division 

Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs 
State of Hawaii 

 
MINUTES OF MEETING 

 

The agenda for this meeting was filed with the Office of the Lieutenant Governor 
as required by Section 92-7(b), Hawaii Revised Statutes (“HRS”). 

 
Date: Thursday, May 7, 2015 
 
Time: 8:30 a.m. 
 
Place: Queen Liliuokalani Conference Room 

King Kalakaua Building 
335 Merchant Street, 1st Floor 
Honolulu, Hawaii  96813 
 

Members Present: Loraine Fleming, DNP, APRN, Chair  
 Glenda Tali, MS, APRN, Vice Chair     
 Katharyn Daub, MS, RN, EdD   
 Judy Kodama, MS, RN, MBA, CNML. 
 Thomas Joslyn, MS, CRNA 
 James S. Hoban, Jr, MBA, BA   
 
Members Excused: Jaeda Elvenia, MS, RN 
 Lyle Kauihou, Public Member 
   
Staff Present: Lee Ann Teshima, Executive Officer (“EO”) 
   Shari Wong, Deputy Attorney General (“DAG”) 
   Lisa Kalani, Secretary 
    
Guests:   Laura Reichhardt, Hawaii State Center for Nursing 
    
Call to Order: The Chair called the meeting to order at 8:46 a.m. at which time quorum was 

established. 
  
Additions to the  The Chair announced the following additional distribution: 
Agenda/Additional   
Distribution:  10. Chapter 91, HRS – Adjudicatory Matters 
    b. In the Matter of the License to Practice Nursing of Denise L.  
     Weatherford, RNS 2012-18-L, Proposed Monitoring Arrangement  
     and Proposed Continuing Education Course(s) for Board’s  
     Consideration in Compliance with March 5, 2015 Board’s Final  
     Order 
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Approval of the  The Chair called for a motion in regards to the minutes of the April 2, 2015  
Minutes:  meeting.  

 
 Upon a motion by the Vice Chair, seconded by Mr. Hoban, it was voted on and 

unanimously carried to approve the minutes of the April 2, 2015 meeting as 
circulated.  

 
Chair’s Report: Announcements/Introductions  
 
 The Chair asked the audience to introduce themselves. 
 
 The Chair shared an article in the HAH Healthcare Association Update that 

pictured Mr. Hoban and asked him if he wanted to share or comment on the 
article. 

 
 Mr. Hoban stated that the article was regarding his attendance at the National 

Association for Home Care & Hospice’s “March to Washington” Meeting and that 
annually every March, the National Association has a “March to Washington” 
Meeting. They get together to talk about legislative issues and then go out and 
meet their representatives and senators.  He attended the meeting in place of his 
wife Beth, who is the incoming Chair of the Board at HAH and was unable to 
attend. The picture featured in the article is of himself as CFO of Prime Care 
Services Hawaii, Corinne Suzuka, HAH Board member and Executive Director of 
CareResource Hawaii, and U.S. Congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard.   

 
 Mr. Hoban stated that one of the important items was the passage of the 

physicians’ bill or SRG bill, and although not confirmed, Mr. Hoban believes that 
part of that was giving authority to APRNs to sign a “Plan of Care” and if that 
indeed was included that would be very significant for APRNs.   

 
 The EO asked Mr. Hoban what is the name of his organization? 
 
 Mr. Hoban stated it is National Association of Home Care or NAHC, and that 

includes home care, hospice and durable medical equipment providers or DME’s. 
 
 The EO stated the Pharmacy Board was disappointed that the DME bill did not 

pass this year. 
 
 Mr. Hoban stated the DME issue is very sad.  Patients get discharged and they 

need equipment and can’t get it, so we can’t discharge them.  
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 The EO stated the Pharmacy Board is trying to carve out something in their rules 
for DME’s.   The EO will be meeting with administration about introducing a DME 
bill next session. 

 
 Mr. Hoban stated the whole industry is just total flux, he knows Walgreens is 

pushing home care on the mainland.   
 
 The Chair thanked Mr. Hoban for his report and very good information.  
 
 The Chair reported on her attendance at the 2015 NCSBN Special Delegate 

Assembly on May 4, 2015 in Chicago, Illinois at which she attend with the Vice 
Chair.  She stated that the assembly was to vote on the revised RN/LPN compact 
and the APRN compact.  Essentially they are looking for states to say whether or 
not the NCSBN should move forward in promoting both compacts. As a refresher, 
they have an RN/LPN compact that has 25 members. In order for more states to 
join the compact, the Council spent the last 2 years revising the compact and 
came up with a new plan which will go into effect as soon as 26 states sign on or 
by December 31, 2018.  The new compact involves very specific criteria for the 
RN/LPN to be licensed with multistate privileges otherwise states are still able to 
issue a license to practice in their own state.  Some of the requirements of the new 
compact are finger-printing for a criminal background check, social security 
number, and continuing education.  Participation in NURSYS is part of the 
requirements for participating states.  The new compact is essential due to the fact 
that other practitioners such as physicians, physical therapists, EMTs and 
psychologists are also looking at national licensing requirements to allow for 
uniform standards due to telehealth.  Also, if there is no national standard, the 
federal government may create their own plan for national licensing standards, so 
NCSBN is very concerned that this would usurp the states’ authority to license and 
regulate nurses. 

 
Vice Chair’s Report: The Vice Chair also reported on her attendance at the special delegate assembly 

reporting that the vote to approve the new compact was overwhelmingly with surprises 
such as Guam and California voting not to approve, and Pennsylvania abstaining.  

 
 The EO asked if they had 26 states? 
 
 The Vice Chair stated most states had multiple votes and that the votes were 86 

approve, 13 opposed and 9 abstained.  Most likely the states that are already in 
the “old” compact will remain, so they would just need one more.  

 
 The Chair stated she and the Vice Chair voted to approve.  However, this is purely 

a philosophical approval.  It would have to come back and be voted on by our 
legislators and they would have to buy into it because it would have to be put to 
law.  However, nothing they are mentioning in this compact seems unreasonable, 
nor does it usurp the Board’s authority because we can still issue single state 
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licenses to individuals who do not meet the compact criteria.  Other states 
reported that one of the advantages is that they actually saved money because 
the NCSBN contributed to the cost of collecting the information.  However, some 
states reported that the unions are very concerned that this will be a mechanism 
for breaking strikes….if you can easily bring in another group of people who are 
already licensed in your state, then that will deflate the unions’ rulings.  What the 
boards of nursing in those states have said is that their rights already provide a 
provision for them to issue temporary licenses in an emergency situation, so they 
felt that was not a legitimate argument.  

 
 The Vice Chair stated they also voted to approve the APRN compact.  The votes 

for that were 83 approved, 12 opposed, and 13 abstained.  
 
 The Chair stated the APRN compact refers to the APRN as an independent 

practitioner but in many states this is not the case.  Those states asked for the 
APRN compact to be amended to reflect this but the vested parties that worked on 
the APRN compact said absolutely not.  They felt this was essential because this 
could be a mechanism for pushing those states into recognizing APRNs as 
independent practitioners.  

 
 The Vice Chair stated she really likes the compact and thinks we should do it.  
 
 The Chair stated since a lot of our new graduates are not getting jobs, this would 

be a benefit to them as well as it would allow them to practice in another compact 
state.  

 
 The EO stated she will work on a comparison sheet showing what the compact is 

and what your current laws and rules are.  We can then list the pros and cons and 
use that to start discussion on this issue.   

 
Executive Officer’s Conferences/Seminars/Meetings 
Report:  
 2015 NCSBN APRN Roundtable , April 15, 2015, Chicago, Illinois 
 The Vice Chair reported this meeting was primarily to discuss the APRN compact 

and the changes from the March 3rd version to the current version before the 
Special Delegate Assembly.  

 
 NCSBN Virtual Conference – Regulatory Perspectives in Prelicensure Distance 

Education Program, April 28, 2015, 9:30 a.m. – 4:30 a.m. Central Time. 
 The EO reported she was unable to participate. The Chair reported she did not 

participate either. 
 
 2015 NCSBN Special Delegate Assembly, May 4, 2015, Chicago, Illinois – Chair 

and Vice Chair 
 The Chair and Vice Chair previously reported on their attendance at this meeting.  
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 2015 NCSBN Executive Officer Summit, June 23-24, 2015, San Francisco, 
California – EO 

 The EO reported she is not sure if she will be attending due to the ongoing nurse 
renewals to the end of June.   

 
 2015 NCSBN Discipline Case Management Conference, June 1-3, 2015, 

Indianapolis Indiana  
 The EO reported Diane Corn, Attorney for the Regulated Industries Complaints 

Office (“RICO”) will be attending.  
 
 2015 NCLEX Conference, September 21, 2015, Portland, Oregon 
 The EO asked if anyone was interested in attending, preferably an instructor of a 

LPN or RN nursing program.  Ms. Daub stated she is interested and will check and 
let the EO know.  

 
 2014 Legislature – Status Report 
  
 The EO reported on the following bills: 
 

 HB 354, HD2,SD1 – Relating to Nurses 
 
The continued competency bill was transmitted to the Governor on April 
28, 2015 to await Governor’s approval.  Provided the bill passes, the 
Board will need to start planning on how to inform and educate the LPNs, 
RNs and APRNs without national certification, on the continued 
competency requirements for renewal of their licenses starting July 2019. 
 
The Chair had questions about APRNs who only have national 
certification; would they be required to complete the continued 
competency requirements? And what if the APRN has a national 
certification but it is not an advanced practice certification? 
 
The EO stated that the language in the bill exempts an APRN who has 
current national certification approved by the Board. 
 
The Chair stated there are 2 levels of national certification.  There is an 
RN level and an APRN level and that the RN level should not qualify an 
APRN to renew their APRN license.  
 

 SB 729 – Relating to Advance Practice Registered Nurses 
  
  This bill clarifies the role of advanced practice registered nurses in 

 sections of Hawaii Revised Statutes relating to emergency hospital 
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 admission and involuntary hospitalization. This bill was transmitted to the 
 Governor on April 17, 2015 and is awaiting Governor’s approval. 

   

 SB 805 – Relating to Health 
  
  This bill removes the sunset provision from Act 255, Session Laws of 

 Hawaii 2012, relating to the definitions of “the practice of nursing as a 
 licensed practical nurse” and “the practice of nursing as a registered 
 nurse”.  This bill did not cross back to the Senate.  To provide a little 
 history on this, in 2012 the definitions for “Practice as a licensed practical 
 nurse” and “Practice as a registered nurse” were amended to allow an 
 LPN and RN to carry out the directions of a physician assistant (“PA”) that 
 is acting as an agent of a supervising physician.  Since this bill did not 
 pass this year, and if it is not fixed next year, effective July 1, 2017, LPNs 
 and RNs will no longer be allowed to carry out an order from a PA.  

 
 Nursing Renewal – Status Report 
 
 The EO reported that on April 13, 2015, the first day of renewals, 1,639 nurses 

renewed online.   As of April 28, 2015, out of 1,364 eligible APRN licenses, 425 
have renewed, out of 2,919 eligible LPN licenses, 514 have renewed, and out of 
25,134 RN licenses, 6,783 have renewed.   

 
Hawaii State Ms. Reichhardt stated the Hawaii State Center for Nursing (HSCFN) is excited  
Center for Nursing: and hoping the Governor approves HB 354, HD2, SD1.  The HSCFN is planning 

on scheduling meetings this summer with some of the stakeholders and the Board. 
 
Correspondence: Nursing Scope of Practice – Injecting Dermal Fillers 
 
   The Board reviewed an email inquiry asking “What certifications are needed to be  
   able to inject dermal fillers such as Juvederm”? 
 
   After a brief discussion, and a review of the following laws and rules, the Board  

   determined that although nurses can administer treatment and medication as prescribed  
   and under the supervision of a physician licensed under HRS Chapter 453.  this was not  
   a "basic" nursing task and not specifically addressed in the nurse practice act as follows: 

 
   §457-1.5 Practice of nursing. (a) Nursing is a scientific process founded   
   on a body of professional knowledge. It is learned profession based on an   
   understanding of the human condition across the lifespan of a client and the  
   relationship of a client with others and within the environment. It is also an art  
   dedicated to caring for others. The practice of nursing means assisting clients in  
   attaining or maintaining optimal health, implementing a strategy of care to   
   accomplish defined goals within the context of a client-centered health care plan,  
   and evaluating responses to nursing care and treatment. Nursing is a dynamic  
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   discipline that is continually evolving to include more sophisticated knowledge,  
   technologies, and client care activities. Nursing applies evidence-based practice to 
   promote optimal client outcomes. 
   (b) The scope of nursing practices established in this chapter and by   
    the rules of the board shall serve as general guidelines and are not  
    intended to address the appropriateness of the use of specific   
    procedures in any particular work setting or to grant permission to  
    implement specific procedures in any particular work setting.  
 
   §457-2 Definitions. (a) As used in this chapter unless the content otherwise  
   requires: "The practice of nursing as a licensed practical nurse" means the  
   performance of those acts commensurate with the required educational   
   preparation and demonstrated competency of the individual, whereby the   
   individual shall be accountable and responsible to the consumer for the quality of  
   nursing care rendered. The foregoing may include, but shall not be limited to:  
   implementation of basic nursing procedures in the plan of care; observing and  
   caring for individuals at all levels of the health spectrum, giving counsel and acting 
   to safeguard life and health and functioning as a part of the health care team,  
   under the direction of a dentist, physician, osteopathic physician, registered nurse, 
   osteopath, or podiatrist licensed in accordance with chapter 448, 453, 457, 460, or 
   463E, or under the orders of a physician assistant licensed pursuant to chapter  
   453, practicing with physician supervision as required by chapter 453, and  
   acting as the agent of the supervising physician; administration of treatment and  
   medication as prescribed; promotion of health maintenance of individuals,   
   families, or groups; or teaching and supervision of auxiliary personnel.  
 
    "The practice of nursing as a registered nurse" means the performance of  
   professional services commensurate with the educational preparation and   
   demonstrated competency of the individual having specialized knowledge,  
   judgment, and skill based on the principles of the biological, physical, behavioral,  
   and sociological sciences and nursing theory, whereby the individual shall be  
   accountable and responsible to the consumer for  the quality of nursing care  
   rendered. The foregoing may include but shall not be limited to observation,  
   assessment, development, implementation, and evaluation of a plan of care,  
   health counseling, supervision and teaching of other personnel, and teaching of  
   individuals, families, and groups in any stage of health or illness; administration,  
   supervision, coordination, delegation, and evaluation of nursing practice; provision  
   of health care to the patient in collaboration with other members of the health care  
   team as autonomous health care professionals providing the nursing component  
   of health care; or use of reasonable judgment in carrying out prescribed   
   medical orders of a licensed dentist, physician, osteopathic physician, or   
   podiatrist licensed in accordance with chapter 448, 453, 460, or 463E; orders  
   of an advanced practice registered nurse licensed in accordance with this   
   chapter; or the orders of a physician assistant licensed pursuant to chapter  
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   453, practicing with physician supervision as required by chapter 453, and  
   acting as the agent of the supervising physician.  
    
   Consequently, in accordance with Hawaii Administrative Rules §16-201-90,  
   the above interpretation is for informational and explanatory purposes only.   
   It is not an official opinion or decision and therefore is not to be viewed as   
   binding on the Board. 
 
   RN Scope of Practice – Conservative Sharp Wound Debridement 
 
   The Board reviewed an email inquiry with the following questions.  Included in  
   bold italics are the Board’s responses. 

   Does your state define CSWD within the scope of practice of the RN? The LPN? 

    ·       RN: [Yes / No] 

    ·      LPN: [Yes / No] 

    What are the general requirements regarding CSWD? Please feel free to   
   elaborate. NA 

   ·      Does your state require a written policy and procedure to be maintained by the  
   agency/employer? 

  o    [Yes / No] 

   ·      Does your state require the RN/LPN complete an instructional program? NA 

  o   [Yes/No] 

  o   If yes, are there any recommendations, or limitations regarding the  
  instructional program (i.e. accredited Enterostomal Therapy Nursing  
  Education Program (ETNEP), wound management specialty course, CE- 
  approved course in debridement) 

  [Please explain] 

   ·      Does your state require supervised clinical practice? If so, does your state have 
   any requirements regarding clinical practice? 

  o   [Yes / No] 

   ·      Does your state require documentation of completion of an instructional  
   program and clinical proficiency to be on file with the agency/employer? 
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  o   [Yes / No] Agency/employer, not the Board of Nursing 

  Does your state have any other requirements that are not mentioned here?  

    ·      [Please elaborate] 

   Mobile Infusion Business/IV Infusion Business 

   The Board reviewed an email inquiry asking what the rules and regulations are for  
   an IV infusion business?  Are RNs allowed to do such a thing here in Hawaii?  
   Under the supervision of an MD? 

   After a brief discussion and review of the following laws, the Board determined that 
   although nurses can administer treatment and medication as prescribed and under 
   the supervision of a physician licensed under HRS Chapter 453, this procedure is  
   not specifically addressed in the nurse practice act as follows:  
 
   §457-1.5 Practice of nursing. (a) Nursing is a scientific process founded on a  
   body of professional knowledge. It is learned profession based on an   
   understanding of the human condition across the lifespan of a client and the  
   relationship of a client with others and within the environment. It is also an art  
   dedicated to caring for others. The practice of nursing means assisting clients in  
   attaining or maintaining optimal health, implementing a strategy of care to   
   accomplish defined goals within the context of a client-centered health care plan,  
   and evaluating responses to nursing care and treatment. Nursing is a dynamic  
   discipline that is continually evolving to include more sophisticated knowledge,  
   technologies, and client care activities. Nursing applies evidence-based practice to 
   promote optimal client outcomes. 
   (b) The scope of nursing practices established in this chapter and by   
    the rules of the board shall serve as general guidelines and are not  
    intended to address the appropriateness of the use of specific   
    procedures in any particular work setting or to grant permission to  
    implement specific procedures in any particular work setting.  
 
   §457-2 Definitions. (a) As used in this chapter unless the content otherwise  
   requires:  

    "The practice of nursing as a registered nurse" means the performance of  
   professional services commensurate with the educational preparation and   
   demonstrated competency of the individual having specialized knowledge,  
   judgment, and skill based on the principles of the biological, physical, behavioral,  
   and sociological sciences and nursing theory, whereby the individual shall be  
   accountable and responsible to the consumer for the quality of nursing care  
   rendered. The foregoing may include but shall not be limited to observation,  
   assessment, development, implementation, and evaluation of a plan of care,  
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   health counseling, supervision and teaching of other personnel, and teaching of  
   individuals, families, and groups in any stage of health or illness; administration,  
   supervision, coordination, delegation, and evaluation of nursing practice; provision  
   of health care to the patient in collaboration with other members of the health care  
   team as autonomous health care professionals providing the nursing component  
   of health care; or use of reasonable judgment in carrying out prescribed medical  
   orders of a licensed dentist, physician, osteopathic physician, or podiatrist licensed 
   in accordance with chapter 448, 453, 460, or 463E; orders of an advanced  
   practice registered nurse licensed in accordance with this chapter; or the orders of 
   a physician assistant licensed pursuant to chapter 453, practicing with physician  
   supervision as required by chapter 453, and acting as the agent of the supervising 
   physician. 

   Consequently, in accordance with Hawaii Administrative Rules §16-201-90, the  
   above interpretation is for informational and explanatory purposes only.  It is not  
   an official opinion or decision and therefore is not to be viewed as binding on the  
   Board. 

   APRN Global Signature Authority  

   The Board reviewed an email regarding APRN’s global signature and how the  
   Hawaii State Workers’ Compensation Division will not honor an APRNs signature  
   authority when requesting treatment and medications for their patients, but  
   requires the signature of the “attending physician”.   

   The writer is asking for any support and assistance they can get from the Board of  
   Nursing, and that it would benefit all of Hawaii’s APRNs to have this support to  
   appeal for an update of Title 12, Chapter 15: WC Fee Schedule, to realize the  
   intent of the law and help improve access to care for Hawaii. 

   After a brief discussion, the Board determined that they would like to address this  
   issue with the appropriate State agencies but will be doing further research before  
   deciding how and who to contact. 
 
Executive Session: At  9:40 a.m. upon a motion by Ms. Kodama, seconded by Mr. Hoban, it was voted 

on and unanimously carried to move into Executive Session in accordance with 
HRS, 92-5(a) (1) and (4), “To consider and evaluate personal information relating 
to individuals applying for professional or vocational licenses cited in section 26-9 
or both;” and “To consult with the board’s attorney on questions and issues 
pertaining to the board’s powers, duties, privileges, immunities, and liabilities”. 

 
At 9:56 a.m. upon a motion by Mr. Hoban, seconded by the Chair, it was voted on 
and unanimously carried to move out of executive session.    
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Applications:  Licensed Practical Nurses 
 

Ratification List 
 Upon a motion by the Chair, seconded by the Vice Chair, it was voted on and 

unanimously carried to ratify the attached list of LPNs - 18166 to 18179. 
 

LPN Applicants with prior convictions and/or disciplinary action 
Upon a motion by the Chair, seconded by Ms. Kodama, it was voted on and unanimously 
carried to deny the following application pursuant to HRS §436B-19:  

 
  Ross, Jahid  
 
 Registered Nurses 

 
Ratification List 
Upon a motion by the Chair, seconded by the Vice Chair, it was voted on and 

 unanimously carried to ratify the attached list of RNs - RN 79715 to RN-79815. 
 
RN Applicants with prior convictions and/or disciplinary action 
Upon a motion by the Vice Chair, seconded by Ms. Kodama, it was voted on and unanimously 
carried to approve the following applications:  
   
 Larkin, Kevin 
 Cheek, Debra 
 De Jong, Erin 
 

 Advanced Practice Registered Nurse (APRN)  
 

Ratification List 
Upon a motion by the Vice Chair, seconded by Ms. Kodama, it was voted on and unanimously  

 carried to ratify the attached list of APRNs and APRN-Rx. 
 
 APRNs with Prescriptive Authority – Requests 

Upon a motion by the Vice Chair, seconded by Ms. Kodama, it was voted on and unanimously  
 carried to deny the following requests pursuant to HRS §457-8.6: 
 
  Lucco, Joette 
  Bauling, Leonard 
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Chapter 91, HRS The Chair called for a recess from the meeting at 9:57 a.m. to discuss and  
Adjudicatory Matters: deliberate on the following adjudicatory matter(s) pursuant to Chapter 91, HRS: 
 
   In the Matter of the License to Practice Nursing of Jessica A. Rooney, RNS 2009-
   8-L, Monitor’s Report for Period Covering January – March 2015 

 

Upon a motion by the Vice Chair, seconded by Mr. Hoban, it was voted on and unanimously  
   carried to accept Monitor’s Report for Period Covering January – March 2015 
 
   In the Matter of the License to Practice Nursing of Denise L. Weatherford, RNS  
   2012-18-L,  Proposed Monitoring Arrangement and Proposed Continuing   
   Education Course(s) for Board’s Consideration in Compliance with March 5, 2015  
   Board’s Final Order 
 

Upon a motion by Mr. Joslyn, seconded by Ms. Kodama, it was voted on and unanimously  
   carried to accept the proposed monitor, standards for the monitoring and the CE  
   course submitted by the licensee entitled, “Ethical Decision Making” provided by  
   NetCE.  In addition, the Board also requests that the licensee also complete the  
   National Council of State Boards of Nursing course, “Righting a Wrong: Ethics &  
   Professionalism in Nursing” 

  
  In the Matter of the License to Practice Nursing of Thomas L. Martin, RNS 2012-

 9-L, Compliance with December 4, 2014 Board’s Final Order 
  

Upon a motion by Mr. Joslyn, seconded by Ms. Kodama, it was voted on and unanimously  
  carried to accept Monitor’s Report for the Period Covering January – March 2015 

 in compliance with December 4, 2014 Board’s Final Order. 
  

  Following the Board’s review, deliberation, and decisions in this matter, pursuant 
 to Chapter 91, HRS, the Chair announced that the Board was reconvening its 
 scheduled meeting at 10:15 a.m. 

 
 Next Meeting:  The Chair announced the next scheduled Board meeting as follows:    
 
    Thursday, June 4, 2015 

 8:30 a.m.  
 Queen Liliuokalani Conference Room 
 King Kalakaua Building, 1st Floor 
 335 Merchant Street 
 Honolulu, Hawaii  96813  
  
Adjournment: There being no further business to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 10:20 

a.m. 
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Reviewed and approved by:    Taken by: 
 
 
_/s/ Lee Ann Teshima___        _/s/ Lisa Kalani____________    
Lee Ann Teshima,    Lisa Kalani, Secretary 
Executive Officer 
           
 
LAT:lk 
 
5/14/15 
 
[    ] Minutes approved as is. 
[X ] Minutes approved with changes; see minutes of __6/4/15 and 9/3/15__________. 



APRN APPLICATIONS – RATIFICATION LIST 
5/7/15 BON MEETING 

 
PRE OCTOBER 1, 2009 REQUIREMENTS -  Masters Degree in Nursing or National Certification 

Joette Lucco, Women’s Health Care NP – National certification 
 
CURRENT REQUIREMENTS -  Masters Degree in Nursing and National Certification  

Shamin Ullan, Nurse Anesthetist 
Clare Edelen,  Adult NP 
Melissa Alsbergas, Nurse Anesthetist 
Lori Baier, Adult Psychiatric & Mental Health CNS 
Judith Beck, Family NP 
Lee Froning, Adult-Gerontology Acute Care NP 
Tiffany Hoke, Adult-Gerontology Acute Care NP 
Jeanine Isenhoff, Adult NP 
Reid Kawakami, Adult-Gerontology Primary Care NP 
Marian Kehl, Family NP 
Christine Silano, Adult-Gerontology Primary Care NP 
Peggy Smith, Women’s Health Care NP 
Ian-Vi Trinidad, Women’s Health Care NP 
Rhonda Strunk, Family NP 
John Yoza, Adult CNS 
Christina Staff, Neonatal NP 
Jessica McElhose, Neonatal NP 
April Krogh, Family NP 
Teri Berry, Family NP 
Kari Van Camp, Family NP 
Brian Knopp, Nurse Anesthestist 
 
APRNS FOR PRESCRIPTIVE AUTHORITY 

Clare Edelen,  Adult NP 
Judith Beck, Family NP 
Lee Froning, Adult-Gerontology Acute Care NP 
Tracy Brumskill, Women’s Health Care NP 
Jenean Garcia, Adult-Gerontology Primary Care NP 
Reid Kawakami, Adult-Gerontology Primary Care NP 
Brittany Melville, Adult-Gerontology Acute Care NP 
Sidney Macaw, Family NP 
Rhonda Strunk, Family NP 
John Yoza, Adult CNS 
Adrian Jones, Family NP 
Kari Van Camp, Family NP 
Brian Knopp, Nurse Anesthestist 
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 LTYPE LIC NUM    SORTNAME            
 ----- ---------- --------------------
 LPN      18166   ARQUERO ROCHEL C    
 LPN      18167   ALLISON LINDSEY N   
 LPN      18168   BAGLEY KRISTANYA J  
 LPN      18169   CROVETTO DALE F     
 LPN      18170   LAWANI GLADYS O     
 LPN      18171   MONDESTIN CHEDELINE 
 LPN      18172   SMITH DEANNA M      
 LPN      18173   ECKERT CRYSTAL      
 LPN      18174   PRIEST ANDREA M     
 LPN      18175   STINSON KATHRYN A S 
 LPN      18176   FELTON LITTLE N JR  
 LPN      18177   MITCHEM YAMON D     
 LPN      18178   HIPPOLYTE DIEULA    
 LPN      18179   PIERRE MARJORIE L   
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 LTYPE LIC NUM    SORTNAME            
 ----- ---------- --------------------
 RN       79715   PAK CLARISSA        
 RN       79716   PIERRE-LOUIS CLAUDIN
 RN       79717   SAVE SUSAN A        
 RN       79718   BRUNN KHRISTINE T   
 RN       79719   CANONEO BRIDGET S   
 RN       79720   NGUYEN MAI HOANG    
 RN       79721   TAYLOR WHITNEY C    
 RN       79722   RHEA BRITTANY L     
 RN       79723   PULIDO MARIA        
 RN       79724   BORWARD JOE P       
 RN       79725   VENDIOLA JOANNA C B 
 RN       79726   PALOMINO CICELE EVAD
 RN       79727   BLAIR CERA E        
 RN       79728   YEMANE MIRIAM       
 RN       79729   LOCK MEGAN S P G    
 RN       79730   VIELMA MICHELE M    
 RN       79731   KINZER CATHERINE R  
 RN       79732   ORTEGA HILARY E     
 RN       79733   CASSELL DONNA F     
 RN       79734   PENNINGTON JENNIFER 
 RN       79735   LIMMER AILEEN C     
 RN       79736   TATYREK COLEY A     
 RN       79737   QUAN FRANCISKA T    
 RN       79738   EVELYN CHARLITTAS M 
 RN       79739   SOUZA LISA A        
 RN       79740   HOLLINGTON STACY V  
 RN       79741   GRAY BRITTNEY T     
 RN       79742   ALBER ERIC T        
 RN       79743   VICTORIO RICHELLE L 
 RN       79744   GAINES JANEL R      
 RN       79745   MARKHAM BRITTANY L  
 RN       79746   TIBBETTS KELLY M    
 RN       79747   GAMMON DIANE D      
 RN       79748   FRANKLIN CASEY N    
 RN       79749   CORY NICHOLAS A     
 RN       79750   MCELHOSE JESSICA J  
 RN       79751   ANGUD MARC-ANTHONY  
 RN       79752   FISHER WENDY D      
 RN       79753   BROWN CASSANDRA M   
 RN       79754   LADD KARIN D        
 RN       79755   JOHNSTON MARY ELLEN 
 RN       79756   BUCHANAN ROBINA L   
 RN       79757   JOHNSON NATHAN O P  
 RN       79758   COLOMA LEI G        
 RN       79759   UGAY RENALYN F      
 RN       79760   PATTERSON STINA     
 RN       79764   ALDERTON ALBERT A   
 RN       79765   DUNCAN CLIFTON C    
 RN       79766   CABAGNOT KRISTINE   
 RN       79767   DEESE HALEY R       
 RN       79768   GREENWAY FAIZA      
 RN       79771   SHIN SARAH          
 RN       79772   GEORGES MARIE NIVE  
 RN       79773   DAMASO JUDITH D     
 RN       79774   CORPUZ ANALIZA G    
 RN       79775   YAMAZAKI KEN        
 RN       79776   JOSEPH CARLINE      
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 RN       79777   KITAMURA RYAN M     
 RN       79778   BOTSFORD MARY D     
 RN       79779   LOPEZ SHAYNA LINN N 
 RN       79780   ANDERSON KIMBERLY G 
 RN       79781   SIMMONS SHELLEY B   
 RN       79782   SIMMONS BRYAN T     
 RN       79783   VAN DELL HEIDI L    
 RN       79784   SHAULIS JANET M     
 RN       79785   CHEKULAEVA GALINA V 
 RN       79786   BREGAN JOHN R       
 RN       79787   BOYLES JUDY M       
 RN       79788   PRICE REGINA P      
 RN       79789   VO KIM M            
 RN       79790   OWENS RACHAEL D     
 RN       79791   MACUGAY BABIE LYLIAH
 RN       79792   ANDERSON LAUREN A   
 RN       79793   PETERSON APRIL M    
 RN       79794   HEINTZELMAN ASHLEY L
 RN       79795   WAGAR MARISSA J     
 RN       79796   HECHSEL JESSICA K   
 RN       79797   BUDWORTH ALICE E    
 RN       79798   ZAHN LEANNE C       
 RN       79799   KANJA JOHN W M      
 RN       79800   TRYON TIFFANY L     
 RN       79801   TARKINGTON PAULA ANN
 RN       79802   KOHL JORDAN M       
 RN       79803   KOHL LORIE A        
 RN       79804   BELOY LYKA B        
 RN       79805   BELSCHNER MATTHEW L 
 RN       79806   REYNOLDS ANGELINA L 
 RN       79807   YAM KIMBERLY        
 RN       79808   GRIFFIN ROSALYN J   
 RN       79809   WEDDING RACHEL E    
 RN       79810   MAHONY ERIN E       
 RN       79811   KROGH APRIL S       
 RN       79812   LOGAN ALISHA D      
 RN       79813   YOUNG JAMIE ANNE A L
 RN       79814   CAMEROS RACHEL ANN  
 RN       79815   UMETSU KYLEY N      


